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REDUCTION OF WING LIFT BY THE DRAG*
By A. 13etz and J. Lotz
By assuming pure potential flow, the lift of an air-
plane wing can be theoretically computed. In this the
empiricism is used that the trailing edge of the profile
is not in the circulation but rather that the fluid par-
ticles from the pressure and the suction side meet pre-
cisely at the trailing edge. The’re is no drag in’this
theoretical flow, because a body experiences no drag in a
nonvorti.ca.l potential flow. NOW, in fact, each flow around
a body deviates to a certain extent from a potential flow.
There is always a more or less extended wake (dead air)
aft of the body, because of the friction of the fluid on
the surface. The result is the appearance of a drag and,
in the airplane wing, in particular, a lower lift as com-
pared to the theoretical figure. Since both actions are
traceable to the same cause, it indicates some connection
between the amount of drag and that of the reduced. lift.
The problem probably yields to theoretical treatment
on the basis of the following: The streamlines on the wing
surface are clisplaced. by the retarded flow on the surface
(friction layer). Such a flow can be approximately repro-
duced as a potential flow by disposing sources on the wing
surface which effect the identical displacement of the
streamlines. (Fig. 1.) Then the dead-air space is so
filled up by the flow from the sources that a potential
flow is produced, whose streamlines approximately corre-
spond with those of the actual’ flow. Ttie dead air space
on t-ne wing in normal attitude forms primarily on the suc-
tion side, so these sources are ordinarily arranged on the .
suction side. Now the conformal transformation of the
wing to a circle (,fig. 2) maxes the produced flow readily
amenable to theoretical analysis. Trailing edge H be-
comes HZ of the periphery. For a pure potential flow
the flow merges precisely at trailing edge H, ,,thus H1
=TT, . .
.-— .,, .4, .
.,.
*“Verminderung des Auftriebes von Tragfl;geln durch den
Widers”tand. II Zeitschrift” ;~!r I?lugtechnik und Motorluft-
schiffahrt , May 28, 1932, pp. 277-279.
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must be the stagnation ,~qint.in the .fl~W round the circle,
The magnitude of the circulation is defined “by this stip-
ulation. NOW the disposal of “sources* on the suction side,
respectively, its corresponding part on the peripher~,
causes, because of their one-sided position,, an additional
whi,ch dis~laces the stagnatiozrvelocity in point H1 ,
point, say, to H1l.
NOW , the circulation, and because of it, the ~if~,
must become ,lower, so that the stagnation point ‘5s sliift-
ed again to point .IIi corresp.onding, to the ,trailln,g edge.
From this demand the requisite reduction in circ~lati~n :
and lift can” be calculated. On the other hand, .th~”calcu-”
latio,n ’of the drag.from the’;velocity distribution in the
dead airspace, which ‘corresponds to the “source ‘distribu-
tion; i“s..alsoknoWn,** so that “the relationship between.
reduced lift and drag can be. defined. The re.al,.obstacl,e
to such a calculation is primarily the someyhat~~conclusive
knowledge of the boundary layer necessary to assure a cor-
rect source distribution. Owing to this drawback, the
problem has never been attacked quantitatively heretofore,
but is in process of preparation at the present time,. .
J@ .exp,ekimental answer to this question of relation
between rqd~ced lift and drag was first attempted by c’.
Wieselsberger,*** He utiliz~d the measurements of a wing
whose drag had been systernatzcal~,y ”altered by increasing
the roughness on the suction side,
(Ca against cw)
By plotting the polars
extrapolated for infinite aspect ratio
(span : wing chord) for the different degrees of roughness
og the wings, and’ adding the theoretical values, the points
of -equal “angles pf attack are, according. to ?lie.selsb,erger,
approximately on parallel straight lines, This rnpans.that
the decrease in lift’ figur,e .~ca is proportional to the
drag figure Cw l And WiesS~s.berger~s method reveals that
A Ca $S 705 Cw (1)
*TO ‘compute the fl”ow around the CiFC~es these sources as
well as the corresponding ’sink must be reflected at infin-
ity on. the circle. The reflected sink lies in the center
of the circle.
**~, Betz : z.F.ii., No. 16, 1925, p. 43o . ..
***c, Wieselsberger: The most important. results. of the wing
fheory an? its proof by experiment, in v. Karinan-Levi-Civ-
ita Vortrage aus dem,Gebiete +er Hydro- und,A~r&nqchani,k
(Innsbruck, 1922) . J. Springer, 3erlini 1924-.
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Now it is obvious of it.sel$ that this simple r.el,ation
cannot .be generally valid, for in. symmetrical wings at
least Aca changes sign with the angle of attack, (with
the lift) , whereas Cw is alrays >ositive. Added to .tl>is,
‘Ji~selslergerrs study had been limited to one single a,ir-
foil ,sect.ion and one fully clefined type of drag production,
i.e..,,rov.ghness of” suction side. Consoqueritly, there still
remained a need to attaclk this’ question of interdependence
between, drag and reduced lift from a different. angle also.
,.-
17ith.’tilisin view,
,,
several me.asure’tientson Joukow sky
wing sections* are evaluated, in which the” flieoretical
lift can be comparatively easily computed And compared
with tti-eactually measured. lift and with the i~eas”ured
drag. Admittedly, tile “accuracy o: this investigation is -
not very great , because ordinarily, the profile drtigs and
the Sift differences are quite, sinal.1,so, that ‘the inaccu-
racies in measuri-ng and in i~odel construction appear relat-
ively of as ~reat consequence. Besides, the usual extrap-
olation for infinite aspect ratio is no longer wholly ad-
missible for ,the wing with separated flow which was in-
cluded in the study. 3ut i’n spite of tl.is, some practical
results wore anticipe.ted.. The profiles were tested at
two specd”s (15 and 30 in/s = 49.2 and 98.4 ft./see.), so
,that of itself an effect of the Reynolds Number would have
been ascertained. The ;;.nalysisw.ns likewise made for tfi~e
two speeds. 3ut , on the w“hole, the discrepancies were not
pronounced enoug-h to permit conclusions to be drawn there-
from. Hence the results, in the following, are restricted
to those at 30 m/s.
The profiles used for the study are shown iiiFigure’
3. The’ selection assursd a very large range” of forms.
The Joukowsky sections have,, as is known, two typical
Quai:tities: one, f/t, representing approxim~.tely ,the
c.ailber of t’he medi(an line; “the other, d/t, .approximatoly
the relative thickness of the profiles (fig. 4, t N pro-
file chord, f x rnidordinate of center line, d= profile
c“nord in center.** These quantities hnve beeil appended in
—.— — ——— . —.-.——.-
.----
*??rgebnisse der Aerodynamiischen Versuchsamstalt zu G~t-
tin::ex, Report III, p. 59. Compare also Z;F*II., Vol. 18,
192’7, p. 225.
**T’he exact significance results from thedesigri”of these
vrofiles. See, for ex.anple, ~rgebnisse”deti ‘Aerotlynarnischen
~orsuchsanstalt .zu Gottingen, Report III, .p~15-i’Where#
,~.,
howtiver, t=2t d ?.‘-#n thereofre defi~ibd.a”s’half as
..
‘hiGl;as here. ,,.’.
. .
4 N.A. C~A, Technical Memorandum 2T0. ~8~.
Figure 3, and subsequently included in the data. In.I?ig-
ure 5, profile “f/t = 0.5, d/t = 0.25 is plotted .with
its” measured lift coefficients Ca against drag coeffi-
cients cw for cu aspect ratio, thepoints with the cor-
responding theoretical Ca,CW ~fl.~ues (thc”t.theoretical
c~ = o) being shown connected by straight lines for a
numlgr of angles of attack. This method of representation
‘conforms to 17ieselsbergerts method. It is seen that these
straight lines are, in fact, somewhat parallel - at least,
in a certain range. But it also becomes clearly apparent
tha~ the slope of the straight lines certainly is not the
saae in general.
To bring ‘out the conditions more clearly, lift 10SS
Aca ~ is given a:qainst dr,ag’dobfficient Cw in Figur.sti6
to 10 for various prdfilesg ~ca being the difference be-
tween theoretical and actual lift .coefficient. The pro-
files having equal mean camber are given in one plot.
For com:oarison, the, straight lin6 which corresponds to
ifieselsberger’ls relation ACa= 7“.5 c~ has”been included
as dashed line. It is seen that this latter relation sig-
nifies, at any rate in a limited ran~e, about at lifts
above that “at CW min~ a,passable approximation, especial-
ly with the proviso to select instead of factor 7.5, one
that is more suited to a specific profile form. lhlt it is
also awpparent that, in general shape, t“he curves distinct-
ly evince a pronounced conformity of altogether different
type.
The course may be approximately described as follows:
The curves for profiles of equal mean camber are essen-
tially symmetric, to one common center line, whose form is
de~endent on the profile caroler only. (Fig. 11, dashed
In symmetrical profiles this center ‘line isline.)
straight , elsewhere curved. The form of the superimposed
curve depends primarily on the profile thickness. Thu S ,
the relation between lift loss and drag can %e approxi-
mately divided into two constituent parts: one, depending
on the camber only; the other, on the thickness only.
f/t) *F= (CwlAca = F1 (CWS d/t) (2)
After all, the influence of the thickness, is mostly
not as .qlearly expressed as that of the camber. It is on-
ly “iiivery thin pr”ofiles that a striking narrowing of the
curve lecomes eminent, which, by simultaneously strong
c~uber , forms even an intersection. (Figs. 9 and 10. )
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Owing to this increase in thickness 6ffect with the camber
tlie“ah”ovecited division into an effect of camber and one
of thickness is not altogether conclusive as far as t-he
ltditer is concerned.
,, SUIAMKRY
Drag and loss of lift of a wing are attributable to
the same cause, wake formation, thus indicating that there
is some relation between both. The basic factors for the-
oretical treatment of this problem are available, but such
studies have not been pursued heretofore. By experiment,
Wi.eselsberger established. a very simple relationship, al-
though of limited range of validity. The analysis of mess-’
uremeilts on Joulkowsky sections revealed a typical course
of the curves for the interdependence between drag and
loss of lift. The silape of the curves apparently depends
quite regularly on the nean camber and on the thickness
of the profile.
Translation by J. Vanier,
i~ational Advisory Committee
for Aeror.autics.
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